Unidata AWIPS II Users Mailing List
13 Participating Universities

- Iowa State University
- Plymouth State
- Lyndon State
- Texas A&M
- College of DuPage
- Embry-Riddle
- U of Wisconsin
- Valparaiso
- U Albany
- U Wyoming
- Penn State
- U Illinois
- San Jose State

Unidata AWIPS II 14.2.1 beta will be available to any US-based university for evaluation after release (expected July 2014).

NCP load time - out of the box - is approx. 30 second. Efforts are being made to shorten load time.

System startup scripts need to be re-worked for individual user rather than system-wide.

EDEX server in the cloud to provide data to beta testers without running the server on UCAR domain.
1. connect to AWIPS II development repo, branch `remotes/origin/ncep_14.2.1` to `upc` for beta release (done)
2. CAVE UI updates, removing inactive / buggy menu items (in progress)
3. database updates for IDD products (in progress)
4. mute alertviz notification manager (in progress)
5. test GEMPAK 7 reading data from remote EDEX Data Server
6. build 64-bit RPMs (in progress)
7. test test test RPMs for install and runtime errors on Linux systems

Then, and only then, release Unidata AWIPS II 14.2.1 beta to the community.